Mobile ions in amorphous materials have been a serious object of investigation [1] , and their dynamics in disordered hosts constitute one of the major unsolved problems in the field of solid state ionics. Certain compositions of silver doped GeSe glasses (close to compositions reported here) have practical potential for novel computer memory devices [2] . The structure of the Ge-Se-Ag glasses has been investigated using standard techniques, including X-ray diffraction [4, 5] , neutron diffraction with isotopic substitution [6] , EXAFS [7] , differential anomalous X-ray scattering (DAS) [8, 9] , Modulated Differential Scanning Calorimetry (MDSC), and Raman spectroscopy [10] . Despite this database, the structure of the ternary Ge-Se-Ag glasses has not yet been completely determined. There continues to be a debate on basic aspects of the glass structure (i.e. homogeneity and Ag coordination) especially for Se rich glasses with more than 67% Se. In this work, we focused on Ag-doped glasses containing Ge 25 at% and Se 75 at% that we label later as GeSe 3 . Such compositions are of special interest because of proximity to the intermediate phase, which is reported to not age and thus might contribute to formation of memory or other type of devices with special reliability [10] .
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For the simulations reported in this paper, we use FIREBALL2000 developed by Lewis and co-workers [11] . Total energies and forces were computed within an ab initio local orbital formalism [12] . The exchange-correlation energy was treated within the LDA, for which we used the results of Ceperley and Alder [13] , as interpolated by Perdew and Zunger [14] . The pseudopotential and pseudoatomic wave functions were generated in the TroullierMartins form [15] employing the scheme of Fuchs and Scheffler [16] .
The models described here were generated using the melt-quenching method. We placed atoms randomly in a cubic supercell according to the correct stoichiometry [for (GeSe 3 ) 0.90 Ag 0.10 54 germanium atoms, 162 selenium atoms and 24 silver atoms; for (GeS 3 ) 0.85 Ag 0.15 51 germanium atoms, 153 selenium atoms and 36 silver atoms] with the minimum distance between atoms 2 Å. The size of the cubic cells was chosen to make the density of these glasses match experimental data. The box size of the 240 atom supercell of (GeSe 3 ) 0.90 Ag 0.10 and (GeSe 3 ) 0.85 Ag 0.15 are respectively 18.601 Å and 18.656 Å with corresponding density 4.98 g/cm 3 and 5.03 g/cm 3 [5] . The cells were annealed, and we obtained well thermalized melts at 4800 K. We took three steps to cool the cells. First, they were equilibrated at 1100 K for 3 ps; then they were slowly cooled to 300 K for approximately 5 ps. In the final step, the cells were steepest descent quenched to 0 K and all forces were smaller in magnitude than 0.02 eV/Å. Additional details will be reported elsewhere.
The structure of these models is analyzed by computing the structure factor. Figure 1 shows the calculated In this paper, we present new models of germanium selenide chalcogenide glasses heavily doped with silver. The models were readily obtained with ab initio molecular dynamics and their structure agrees closely with diffraction measurements.
Thermal molecular dynamics simulation reveals the dynamics of Ag + ions and the existence of trapping centers as conjectured in other theory work. We show that first principles simulation is a powerful tool to reveal the motion of ions in glass. To explore the mechanism of diffusion of silver, we examined the trajectories of these particles. We obtained 2.5 × 10 4 time steps of time development, for a total time of 62.5 ps and a fixed temperature of 1000 K. illustrates 2D projections of trajectories of the most and least mobile Ag + ions in each model. For short times, the mean-squared displacement of the most mobile atoms increases due to the diffusive motion of Ag. At intermediate times, the atoms may be trapped in a cage formed by their neighbors, and at the longest times we can explore, they can escape such traps, diffuse and again be trapped. Thus, our trajectories can largely be separated into vibration around stable sites and hops between such sites. This is an explicit confirmation of the existence of Scher-LaxPhillips traps, discussed in the context of relaxation processes in disordered systems [17] . In both glasses, a significant fraction of Ag atoms do move large distances. In (GeS 3 ) 0.90 Ag 0.10 , about 62.5% of silver atoms move an average distance greater than 2.5 Å for a time scale of 20 ps. Among them 46% have an average displacement greater than 3 Å. By contrast only 17% of Ag atoms move less than 2 Å. On the other hand, about 70% of Ag atoms move on an average distance greater than 2.5 Å in (GeS 3 ) 0.85 Ag 0.15 for a period of 25 ps. 11.11% of those atoms have an average displacement greater than 5 Å. The most mobile Ag atoms move an average distance of 7 Å in this time. These numbers illustrate the high ionic mobility of Ag ions in these complex glasses.
Further insight into the mechanism of diffusion in (Ge x Se 1-x ) 1-y Ag y can be found by studying the behavior of the local atomic density of particular regions containing silver atoms. Hence we calculate the local density of the most and least mobile silver atoms as a function of time, then compare them to the density of the glass. To do so, we construct a sphere of radius R = 4 Å. The center of the sphere is the position of the Ag atoms we are tracking at 
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Research Letter a time t (the sphere moves with the atom). Then we calculate the average density in the spherical volume. Figure 3 illustrates the local density of Ag atoms as a function of time. As seen in the figure, the more mobile Ag atoms are consistently located in regions with a lower local density (lower local volume fraction) and higher disorder. This argues for a simple "free volume picture" of Ag diffusion.
This work highlights the existence of trapping centers [17] and explicitly illustrates the trapping and release processes from thermal MD simulation. Detailed discussion will be presented elsewhere [18] . On the longer term, statistics of trap lifetimes and hopping rates will be obtained. Ideally, it might prove possible to compute the inputs into phenomenological hopping/trapping models from first principles dynamical simulation.
